Abstract-Many mobile systems and wearable devices, such as Virtual Reality (VR) or Augmented Reality (AR) headsets, lack a keyboard or touchscreen to type an ID and password for signing into a virtual website. However, they are usually equipped with gesture capture interfaces to allow the user to interact with the system directly with hand gestures. Although gesture-based authentication has been well-studied, less attention is paid to the gesture-based user identification problem, which is essentially an input method of account ID and an efficient searching and indexing method of a database of gesture signals. In this paper, we propose FMHash (i.e., Finger Motion Hash), a user identification framework that can generate a compact binary hash code from a piece of in-air-handwriting of an ID string. This hash code enables indexing and fast search of a large account database using the in-air-handwriting by a hash table. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the framework, we implemented a prototype and achieved ≥99.5% precision and ≥92.6% recall with exact hash code match on a dataset of 200 accounts collected by us. The ability of hashing in-air-handwriting pattern to binary code can be used to achieve convenient sign-in and sign-up with in-airhandwriting gesture ID on future mobile and wearable systems connected to the Internet.
I. INTRODUCTION
Gesture user interfaces are considered as the future way for people to interact with Virtual Reality (VR) or Augmented Reality (AR) applications [1] and other devices such as a smart door bell or smart watch [2] . Such interfaces can capture and track hand motions in the air, and allow a user to manipulate menus, dialogues, and other virtual objects directly by hand gesture. However, for security related tasks such as sign-up and sign-in, entering the user ID string and password through a virtual keyboard on gesture interfaces become cumbersome due to the lack of keystroke feedback. Existing researches [3] - [10] exploit the rich information in native gestures, and esp., in-air-handwriting, to authenticate a user. Yet, a usually neglected function is user identification. Authentication is a true or false question, i.e., answering whether the user owns the account which he or she claims to own. On the other hand, identification is a multiple choice question, i.e., answering which account the user wants to login among a database of many accounts. If we make an analogy of the sign-in procedure on a web with a desktop computer, the authentication procedure resembles typing and checking the password, while the identification procedure resembles searching the database given an ID number or ID string. Is it possible to construct a system that is capable of (1) taking a piece of in-airhandwriting of an ID string instead of typing, (2) searching a potentially large database of accounts registered using the in-air-handwriting, and (3) returning the matched identity or account number with high accuracy and short respond time?
There are challenges for gesture-based user identification due to the unique characteristics of the hand motion. First, hand motion has inherent fuzziness. Even if the same user writes the same string in the air twice, the generated two motion signals are not identical, but with minor variations. Yet, the system should be able to tolerate the fuzziness and identify these two signals as the same user. This is different from typing an ID string of characters twice where even a single bit difference in the typed ID can cause failure in the identification. Second, it is difficult for many native gestures to provide enough information to enable a large account ID space as well as distinctiveness. Third, the traditional method of hash table for indexing a large account database using an ID string or account number does not work with handwriting signal, unless there is a way to generate a fixed size binary hash code from the signal with tolerance of inherent fuzziness (i.e., fuzzy hash).
In this paper, we propose a framework called FMHash, i.e., Finger Motion Hash, to efficiently obtain a user's account ID from the hand motion signal of writing an ID string in the air. FMHash uses a camera-based gesture user input device to capture the hand motion and a deep convolutional neural network (called FMHashNet) to convert the in-air-handwriting signal to a binary hash code (i.e., deep hashing). With the hash code of the signals of all accounts, it further builds a hash table to index the whole account database to enable efficient user identification with hash table search. This is similar to face recognition, where a large database of identities are indexed using faces and an ID can be retrieved by presenting an image of a face. However, FMHash has a few unique advantages compared to face recognition. For example, one face is linked to one person, and a user can neither have multiple faces for multiple accounts nor change or revoke his or her own face. Moreover, the users may be worried about privacy because it is impossible to stay completely anonymous if a website requires face image to register. Yet, with in-air-handwriting of an ID string, the user can have multiple accounts with different ID strings, change or revoke the ID string, and stay anonymous by writing something unrelated to the true identity. In summary, our contributions in this paper are as follows:
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1)
We proposed a deep hashing framework of in-airhandwriting for user identification over gesture interface. To our best knowledge, FMHash is the first framework that can generate fuzzy hash code from in-air-handwriting. Our method can accommodate gesture fuzziness by hashing multiple instances of the same handwriting by the same user to the same binary code with high probability of success (≥99.5% precision and ≥92.6% recall with exact hash code match).
2) We designed a regularizer called the pq-regularizer and a progressive training procedure for our neural network model. With the pq-regularizer, hashcode of in-air-handwriting signals of different accounts are separated more than two bits in over 99% of the change. Meanwhile, we can maintain a reasonably fast training speed (∼10 minutes for a full training on our dataset).
3) We provided a detailed analysis on the hash code fuzziness with a dataset of 200 accounts collected by us.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Related works on gesture-based authentication and deep hashing are discussed in section II. In section III, the architecture of the proposed framework is presented. Then we show the empirical evaluation results in section IV. Finally we draw the conclusion and discuss future work in section V.
II. RELATED WORKS Most 3D hand gesture based user authentication systems use a combination of password and behavioral biometrics, i.e., different users are differentiated in the gesture content or the convention of hand motion (sometimes both). The hand motion can be captured by a handheld device [5] , [6] , wearable device [3] , [9] , or a camera [7] , [8] , [10] . The authentication system compares the captured motion signal with a template [5] , [8] , [10] or runs a pipeline of feature extractors and statistical pattern classifiers [6] , [9] to make a decision. The gesture content can be simple movements like shaking [3] or complex in-air-handwriting of a password or signature [7] , [8] , [11] . As mentioned previously, identification is different from authentication. Existing systems need to exhaustively check every account in the database using the authentication procedure, i.e., in O(N ) complexity, which is impractical with a large account database. Instead, we take a different route by converting a in-air-handwriting signal to a binary code using a deep hashing method for efficient user identification, i.e., in O(1) complexity.
Deep hashing has been investigated in communities of computer vision and machine learning for image retrieval [12] - [19] instead of security. Such image searching systems train a deep convolutional neural network (CNN) to convert 2D images to compact binary hash codes, and use the hash code to index a database with millions of images. To search similar images, a query image is converted to a hash code with the same neural network, and images in the database with similar hash code (i.e., in Hamming distance) are returned. Training such a neural network requires techniques of pairwise supervision [12] , [16] , triplet supervision [13] , [20] , or various careful design of regularization and quantization [16] , as well as special treatment of the image like salience mask [21] . Although we are also utilizing CNN to generate hash code, our work has differences. First, the features of in-air-handwriting motion signal are fundamentally different from the features of an image. Second, user identification has different goals from image retrieval. Our identification system desires sparsity in the hash code space to avoid wrong identification because each ID is unique (using the pq-regularizer); while an image searching system desires smooth similarity change of the hash code to cope with the smooth semantic shift of images. Meanwhile, long hash code is preferred in identification to defend random guess. Third, considering that new accounts are registered from time to time, a neural network for user identification must be optimized with smaller number of parameters and faster training speed so as to be retrained online frequently.
It should also be noted that FMHash is not a biometric verification system, and an ID string is not a signature linked to personal identity. An ID string can be created by a user containing arbitrary content as long as it has distinctiveness in the account database.
III. THE FMHASH FRAMEWORK
The proposed FMHash framework (shown in Fig. 1 ) contains six components:
(1) An in-air-handwriting motion capture device (e.g., a Leap Motion controller [22] in our implementation);
(2) A preprocessing module smoothing and normalizing the captured motion signal (detailed in section III.A); (3) A deep neural network that takes preprocessed motion signal x as input and generate a high dimensional floating point latent vector h (denoted as a function f (x) = h, detailed in section III.B); (4) An additional neural network layer that projects the latent vector h to low dimensional space and quantize the projected result to B-bit binary fuzzy hash code b ∈ {−1, +1} ID , h ID >, where ID is the account ID (usually a unique number generated by the system at registration), b
ID and h ID are the hash code and latent vector corresponding to the account (detailed in section III.C); (6) Optionally, there is an verification module after an ID is obtained by the FMHash framework. This ID is a candidate ID. The system can run a procedure similar to the authentication procedure by comparing the in-air-handwriting of the ID string to some information stored in the account referred by the candidate ID, which can further eliminate wrong identification results (detailed in section III.D).
A. Signal Acquisition and Preprocessing
The in-air-handwriting of an ID string is captured by the Leap Motion controller in our implementation as a raw signal containing the 3D position coordinates of the center of the hand sampled at about 110 Hz. Once this raw signal is obtained, we further extract the 3D velocity, and 3D acceleration using the difference of adjacent position samples. Then the signal is normalized in hand pose (making the average hand pointing direction as x-axis) and amplitude (mean subtraction and division by standard deviation). Finally it is resampled to a fixed length of 256 data points in each dimension to form the 256×9 input vector x. An example of the motion signal and the trajectory of in-air-handwriting is shown in Fig. 2 .
B. FMHashNet
The deep neural network and the additional projectionquantization layer are implemented together, which are collectively called the FMHashNet. There are multiple design goals of this neural network. First, for a pair of in-air-handwriting signals (x 1 , x 2 ), if they are generated by the same user writing the same ID string, the corresponding hash codes (b 1 , b 2 ) should be the same in most cases or differ only in one or two bits sometimes due to the fuzziness of the signals. However, if they are generated from different ID strings (regardless of the same user or different users), (b 1 , b 2 ) should differ by at least three bits. Second, the neural network should learn contrastive representations h to facilitate the projection. Third, it should be easy to train and fast to converge.
To achieve these goals, we design the FMHashNet in the following way, as shown in Table 1 . First, we apply five convolutional and pooling layers with VGG-like kernel [23] and a fully connected layer to map input signal x to latent vectors h. Both the convolutional layer and the fully connected layer have leaky ReLU activation. Next, the projection layer projects the latent vector h to a space in the same dimension as the final hash code, i.e., z = W h + c, where z is the projected vector whose dimension is B. Here W and c are trainable parameters. After that, the hash code is generated by taking the sign of the projected vector b i = sign(z i ), 1 ≤ i ≤ B. This is essentially partitioning the latent space by B hyperplanes to obtain at most 2 B regions, where each region is associated with a unique hash code. Additionally, a softmax layer is added in parallel with the projection layer to help training the neural network.
Training the FMHashNet is equivalent to placing all registered accounts into these 2 B regions, which is achieved progressively in two steps. First, we train the network with the softmax layer and cross-entropy loss to allow the convolutional filters to converge. In this step the projection layer is not activated. Note that the softmax classification layer does not need to contain all accounts if the account number is large, or even a independent dataset for pretraining can be utilized.
Second, we train the network using the projection layer with the following pairwise loss L, and minibatches of 2M pairs of signals (x
Here 2M (i.e., the batch size) is a hyperparameter chosen empirically. Larger batch size leads to more computation in the training but more stable convergence behavior. In the minibatch, half pairs of signals are from the same account (y (i) = 0), and the other half pairs of signals are from different accounts (y (i) = 1). The loss function L is as follows:
2 )). Here ||.|| is the Euclidean norm. In this loss function, the first term forces the projected vectors of the same account to the same value, and the second term forces the projected vectors of different accounts to separate at least m in Euclidean distance. The remaining terms P (z) and Q(z) are the so-called pq-regularizer which is specially designed to help place all registered accounts into different regions and avoid ambiguity in quantization. These two terms are defined as follows:
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where p and q are hyperparameters chosen empirically, |z With a careful choice of m, we can push a pair of (z
2 ) of different accounts to opposite regions, and hence, hash them to different binary codes, as shown in Fig. 3 . One example choice of m as in our experiment is p √ B, which is the Euclidean distance from the origin to the point z * = (p, p, ..., p). This forces the hash code of signals of different accounts differ at least one bit. Our experience shows larger m helps separation, but hurts convergence. The hyperparameter α, β controls the portion of contribution of the regularizer in the total loss and gradients. Our design differs from most related works of deep hashing which try to minimize quantization loss (i.e., forces the projected vector to be close to the vertices of Hamming hypercube). Instead, we map the input to a bounded Euclidean space and push them away from the decision boundary z j = 0, where a relatively large region that can be quantized to the same bit value regardless of the quantization error. The effectiveness of our regularizer relies on the assumption that ID strings are distinctive, which is true in an identification system but not in an image retrival system. Meanwhile, both the FMHashNet activation function and the regularizer are piece-wise linear, which is easier to compute and train compared to the saturation methods such as tanh or sigmoid relaxation commonly used in deep hashing.
C. Account Database
As mentioned previously, each account contains a tuple of <ID, b ID , h ID >. At registration time, the system generates a unique account ID for the registered account. The user is asked to create an ID string and write it K times. The obtained K in-air-handwriting signals {x
(1) , x (2) , ..., x (K) } are utilized to train the FMHashNet. Once the training is finished, we can use the training signals to construct b ID and h ID as follows:
where f () is the deep neural network g() is the projection and quantization process, and sign() is element-wise sign function. A hash table is also constructed to index all account tuples using the hash codes b ID . At identification time, given a preprocessed in-airhandwriting signal x , the following steps are proceeded to obtain the account ID. First, we run the forward path of FMHashNet to obtain a latent vector h and b . Second, we search the hash table using b with a tolerance of l bit. If l is 0, we just search the hash table using b . If l is not 0, we search the hash table multiple times with each element of a collection of hash codes S, where S contains all possible hash codes with a Hamming distance less or equal than l bits from b . The rationale is that the fuzziness in the writing behavior eventually lead to errors that make b differ from the hash code of its real account, but this difference should be smaller than l bits. In practice, we usually set l to 1 or 2 to limit the total number of searches for prompt response. In this way, a collection of candidate accounts will be obtained. The third step is compare h with the latent vector of every candidate account to find the nearest neighbor. Finally, the account ID of this nearest neighbor is returned as the identified ID.
D. ID Verification
In this identification procedure explained previously, the nearest neighbor search step serves as a verification of the ID. Alternatively, the system may store a template of the handwriting of the ID string generated at registration for each account, instead of the h ID . Upon an identification request, the system can compare the signal in the request with the templates of all candidate accounts obtained by the hash table search and run a procedure similar to an authentication system to verify the candidate IDs. The motivation is that the hashing step loses information in the in-air-handwriting, which may lead to collisions if an imposter writes the same ID string as a legitimate user, and hence, a verification step can reduce misidentification significantly. Since the verification step is essentially an authentication system, we will not elaborate and evaluate it in this paper. Besides, an attacker can create colliding signals if both the hash code b ID and the parameters of the neural network are leaked because FMHashNet generates fuzzy hash codes instead of crypotographic hash code. ID can be hashed again using a crypotographic hash algorithm such as SHA-256 for the hash table, while searching with bit tolerance can still work (S contains crypotographically hashed elements of the original S). In this case, the crypotographic hash of b ID is stored in the account database. Moreover, this crypotographic hash can be further used to generate a key to encrypt the template for the ID verification to further improve the security.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

A. Dataset
To evaluate the FMHash system, we collected a dataset of 200 accounts with 200 distinct ID strings, created by 100 users with exactly two accounts per user. For each account, the user wrote an ID string five times as registration (i.e., training) and another five times as five independent identification requests (i.e., testing). Roughly half of the users are college students, and the other half are people of other various occupations (including both office workers and non-office workers). The contents of the ID strings are determined by the users and no two ID strings are identical. Most users chose a meaningful phrase so that it is easy to remember and they wrote the ID strings very fast in an illegible way for convenience. The average time of writing an ID string in the air is around 3 to 8 seconds.
B. Implementation Details
The FMHashNet is implemented in TensorFlow [24] on a Nvidia GTX 1080 Ti GPU. The weight parameters are initialized with the Xavier method [25] and the Adam optimizer [26] with a initial learning rate of 0.001 is used. The leaky ReLU negative slope is set to 0.2. The regularizer hyperparameter p is set to 10, q is set to 5. The inter-class distance m is set to p √ B, and the hash code size B is 16, 32, 48 and 64. For the training protocol, we first use the softmax layer and crossentropy loss with 1,000 iterations. Then we use the projection layer and pairwise loss with pq-regularizer for another 10,000 iterations. During these 10,000 iterations, α is always set to 0.1, and β is initially set 0.0001 for the first 2,000 iterations, and gradually increased 10 times per every 2,000 iterations until 0.1. The training pairs are selected online, and M is set to 200 in a minibatch. For the pairs of the same account, we randomly select an account and two training signals of that account; for the pairs of different accounts, we calculate the account hash code b ID for each account every 20 iterations, and select pairs from those accounts whose hash codes differs less than three bits. If no such account exists, we randomly choose two signals from two different accounts as a pair.
Another major challenge we encountered is the limited amount of training data (only five signals per account). To overcome this challenge, we augment the training dataset in two steps. First, given K signals {x (1) , x (2) , ..., x (K) } obtained at registration, for each x (k) in this set, we align all the other signals to x (k) to create K − 1 additional signals using Dynamic Time Warping [27] , and in total we can obtain K 2 signals (in our case 25 signals). Second, we randomly pick two aligned signals and exchange a random segment to create a new signal, and this step is repeated many times. Finally each account has 125 training signals.
C. Empirical Results
We trained the FMHashNet with different hash code sizes B = 16, 32, 48, 64 and tested it with fuzziness tolerances l = 0, 1, 2. In a single experiment, we train the FMHashNet from scratch with the 200×125 augmented training signals and ran the identification procedure with the 200×5 testing signals from the 200 accounts. Given a testing signal x of an account A, if x is correctly identified as account A, it is a true positive of account A; if it is wrongly identified as some other account B, it is a false negative of account A and false positive of account B, also counted as a misidentification; if it is not identified as any account, it is counted as a failure of identification. The performance metrics are the average precision of all accounts (Fig. 4) , the average recall of all accounts (Fig. 5) , the misidentification rate (total number of misidentification divided by 200×5, Fig. 6 ), and the failure of identification rate (total number of failure of identification divided by 200×5, Fig. 7 ). Due to the stochastic nature of neural network, the results are obtained by averaging the performance of five repetitions of the same experiment with the same parameter settings. The ID verification step is not included in this evaluation. These results show that our FMHash framework performs consistently in the user identification task on our dataset with different hash code sizes. In general, longer hash code size provides better security since it is more difficult to guess the hash code without knowing the writing content, but it is also more difficult to train due to the added parameters. Also, a larger fuzziness tolerance l leads to less failure of identification (i.e., improved recall) but more misidentification. In a practical identification system, we recommend to set l = 0 without ID verification for simplicity or set l = 2 with ID verification for better security. Next, we evaluate how much fuzziness is in the hash code caused by the inherent variation in the in-air-handwriting. As shown in Fig. 8 (left), 1 .6% of the testing signals are hashed more than 2 bits away from the their real accounts. Such fuzziness is mitigated by the separation of the hash codes of different classes, as shown in Fig. 8 (right) , i.e., in 99% of the case the hash code of a signal of one account is at least three bits far away from the hash code of other accounts.
Then, we study how the hash codes of all accounts are placed in the Hamming space. First, the distribution of zero and one of each bit in the hash code generated in an experiment is shown in Fig. 9 (left) . There are roughly equal amounts of zeros and ones in each bit, indicating that the hash codes are evenly spread. Second, the correlation of every bit pair is shown in Fig. 9 (right) . In this figure, the correlation is close to zero for every pair of bit i and j if i = j, indicating that each bit carries different information in the hash code. Third, the distribution of the distances of hash codes between any two accounts are shown in Fig. 10 , where the minimum distance is 3 to 4 bits, the average is 7 to 8 bits, and the maximum is 13 to 14 bits. From this figure, we can see that hash codes of the accounts are sparsely located in the Hamming space and the distance between any two accounts are at least a few bits away. This property of sparsity is the key for an identification system, and it is from our careful design of the regularizer.
At last, we compare our approach with a DSH-like [16] regularizer and the commonly used tanh relaxation. The results are shown in Table II . For fair comparison, in the DSH-like approach, the same neural network architecture as FMHashNet is used and only the regularizer is changed to that in DSH. In this method, the regularizer scalar is empirically chosen to be 0.1 (best result achievable), and pair margin m is set to 2B as suggested in the original paper. Similarly, in the tanh relaxation approach, the same network architecture is used but only the projection layer is changed to tanh activation and the loss function does not have regularization. In this method, the pair margin m is set to 6 (separation of at least 3 bits), and the initial learning rate is set to 1e-5 to avoid gradient explosion or vanishing. All compared methods have the same training method, pair selection strategy, and testing protocol. From the results we can see that the compared methods are not optimized to achieve the convergence of hash code with variation in the handwriting and the property of sparsity at the same time. Because the distance between a pair of two accounts are not separated enough, an identification request can get many wrong hash table search results when the bit tolerance increases.
D. Discussions
We design the FMHashNet as a pure convolutional neural network (CNN) on temporal normalized signals instead of a recurrent neural network (RNN) commonly use in recent signature verification systems [28] mainly for speed and simplicity. First, FMHash is essentially a way to input an account ID so it must be able to be retrained or fine-tuned in a few minutes given new accounts are registered (which makes an RNN solution less favorable). Second, we believe that it is difficult to fully learn the long term dependency of handwriting strokes with very limited data for an RNN. Third, to generate a hash code of fixed size representing the whole signal, an RNN needs to keep a large number of hidden states and use them to output the hash code after the last sample of the signal is processed, which further increases the difficulty of training because of the lengthy backpropagation-through-time process.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed a user identification framework named FMHash that can generate a compact binary hash code and efficiently locate an account in a database given a piece of in-air-handwriting of an ID string. the empirical results obtained from our prototype evaluation demonstrates the feasibility of the idea of deep hashing of in-air-handwriting for user identification. The ability to convert a finger motion signal to fuzzy hash code gives FMHash great potential for sign-in over gesture input interface. However, it has certain limitations such as the requirement of retraining the neural network on creating new accounts or updating an existing ID. So far, our dataset has limited size and time span. In the future, we will continue improving the proposed framework, investigating the long term performance, and designing possible key generation schemes from the fuzzy hash.
